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Homework 5: Input/Output Calculations for a Real Robot

MEAM 520, University of Pennsylvania
Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, Ph.D.

November 13, 2012

This assignment is due on Tuesday, November 20, by 5:00 p.m. sharp. You should aim to turn the
paper part in during class that day. If you don’t finish until later in the day, you can turn it in to Professor
Kuchenbecker’s o!ce, Towne 224. Late submissions will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. onWednesday, November
21, but they will be penalized by 25%. After that deadline, no further assignments may be submitted.

You may talk with other students about this assignment, ask the teaching team questions, use a calculator
and other tools, and consult outside sources such as the Internet. To help you actually learn the material,
what you write down should be your own work, not copied from a peer or a solution manual.

SensAble Phantom Premium 1.0 (60 points)

This entire assignment is focused on a particular robot – the SensAble Phantom Premium 1.0. As shown
in the photo below left, the Phantom is an impedance-type haptic interface with three actuated rotational
joints. Designed to be lightweight, sti", smooth, and easily backdrivable, this type of haptic interface enables
a human user to interact with a virtual environment or control the movement of a remote robot through the
movement of their fingertip while simultaneously feeling force feedback.
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A thimble is attached to the tip of the robot via a passive non-encoded three-axis gimbal to allow the user
to move the robot around while freely rotating their fingertip. As shown in the diagram above right, the
Phantom haptic device looks similar to the standard RRR articulated manipulator base, but it uses a unique
four-bar mechanism to co-locate the shoulder and elbow joints while also keeping the upper arm and forearm
in the plane that intersects the axis of the waist joint.

Each of the four questions below includes both a written explanation and the programming of a specific
Matlab function. For the paper parts, write in pencil, show your work clearly, box your answers , and staple
your pages together. For the programming, download the starter code from this assignment’s page on the
class wiki, change all function and file names to include your PennKey, comment your code, and follow the
instructions at the end of this document to submit all of your Matlab files.
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Solutions to Homework 5
MEAM 520

Introduction to Robotics
University of Pennsylvania
Professor Kuchenbecker

Fall 2012

On reserve in engineering library.
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Questions ?



Project 2



Team Formation
You will work in a team of 3

(33 teams of 3, only one team of 4)

You may not keep the same team as for project 1.  
I strongly encourage you to work with all new people.

If you insist, you can stay with one other person, but beware 
the negative effects this may have on the dynamics of your 

subsequent team.

I encourage you to mix undergrad and grad, MEAM and 
non-MEAM, but this is not required.

Please pick your team ASAP.   
We will randomly assign people who do not select a team.





















PHANToM Rules
1. You must reserve the PHANToM computer in order to test your code.  You may 

reserve only one one-hour slot at a time.  Respect the next team by finishing on time.

2. Copy only your haptic_box_demo.m, haptic_ball_teamXX.m, and 
haptic_damping_teamXX.m scripts, not the rest of the phantom simulator files. Use 
your team's folder in the working directory on the computer's desktop.

3. Check the calibration of the PHANToM by calling phantomJointAngles 
from the MATLAB command line. If the joint angles are not very close 
to zero when the PHANToM is in the zero pose (right), run 
phantomZero from the command line and follow the prompts.

4. Start by running haptic_box_demo.m to get a feel for how it works.

5. You must have the PHANToM emergency stop down (no forces) the 
first time you run any code, even the demo code.  Watch the graphical output to see if 
your code is doing what it should.  The black line shows a scaled force vector.  

6. You must firmly grip the PHANToM gimbal every time you run any code.

7. Someone must have their hand on the emergency stop whenever the PHANToM is 
running.  Depress it right after your code finishes.

Please immediately post on Piazza if you notice any problems with the PHANToM!
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Project 2 Extra Credit

Update the haptic box demo so the
user is outside the box and can touch
all surfaces without popping through,

especially at the corners



Solve it better than Massie and Salisbury....



Questions ?



What else can we do with a PHANToM?

We can use it as an autonomous robot.



What movement should we have it make?







record loops



loops data



How can we make the PHANToM replicate
this recorded movement?







replay loops:
no forces



replay loops:
spring force



Does this look good?



record taps







replay loops:
spring force,
fixed kinematics



Much better!



replay tap:
spring force



Does this look good?



How can we improve the controller’s tracking?



damping individual



damping both (blurry)



replay loops final



Very nice!



replay taps final

Is it perfect?



Questions ?



Graded Homework 4 available.

Homework 4:

Velocity Kinematics and Jacobians

MEAM 520, University of Pennsylvania
Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, Ph.D.

October 23, 2012

This assignment is due on Friday, November 2 (updated), by 5:00 p.m. sharp. You should aim to
turn the paper part in during class the day before. If you don’t finish until later in the day, you can turn
it in to Professor Kuchenbecker’s o!ce, Towne 224. Late submissions will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on
Monday, November 5, but they will be penalized by 25%. After that deadline, no further assignments may
be submitted.

You may talk with other students about this assignment, ask the teaching team questions, use a calculator
and other tools, and consult outside sources such as the Internet. To help you actually learn the material,
what you write down should be your own work, not copied from a peer or a solution manual.

Written Problems (60 points)

This entire assignment is written and consists of two significantly adapted problems from the textbook, Robot
Modeling and Control by Spong, Hutchinson, and Vidyasagar (SHV). Please follow the extra clarifications

and instructions on both questions. Write in pencil, show your work clearly, box your answers , and staple
your pages together.

1. Adapted SHV 4-20, page 160 – Three-link Cylindrical Manipulator (30 points)
The book works out the DH parameters and the transformation matrix T 0

3 for this robot on pages 85
and 86; you are welcome to use these results directly without rederiving them.

(a) Use the position of the end-e"ector in the base frame to calculate the 3 ! 3 linear velocity Jacobian
Jv for the three-link cylindrical manipulator of Figure 3.7 on page 85.

(b) Use the positions of the origins oi and the orientations of the z-axes zi to calculate the 3 ! 3
linear velocity Jacobian Jv for the same robot. You should get the same answer as before.

(c) Find the 3 ! 3 angular velocity Jacobian J! for the same robot.

(d) Find this robot’s 6 ! 3 Jacobian J .

(e) Imagine this robot is at !1 = "/2 rad, d2 = 0.2 m, and d3 = 0.3 m, and its joint velocities are
!̇1 = 0.1 rad/s, ḋ2 = 0.25 m/s, and d3 = "0.05 m/s. What is v03 , the linear velocity vector of the
end-e"ector with respect to the base frame, expressed in the base frame? Make sure to provide
units with your answer.

(f) For the same situation, what is #0
3 , the angular velocity vector of the end-e"ector with respect to

the base frame, expressed in the base frame? Make sure to provide units with your answer.

(g) Use your answers from above to derive the singular configurations of the arm, if any. Here we are
concerned with the linear velocity of the end-e"ector, not its angular velocity. Be persistent with
the calculations; they should reduce to something nice.

(h) Sketch the cylindrical manipulator in each singular configuration that you found, and explain
what e"ect the singularity has on the robot’s motion in that configuration.
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Midterm Exam

MEAM 520, Introduction to Robotics
University of Pennsylvania

Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, Ph.D.

November 8, 2012

Name

You must take this exam independently, without assistance from anyone else. You may bring
in a calculator and two 8.5”!11” sheets of notes for reference. Aside from these two pages of notes,
you may not consult any outside references, such as the textbook or the Internet. Any suspected
violations of Penn’s Code of Academic Integrity will be reported to the O!ce of Student Conduct
for investigation.

This exam consists of several problems. We recommend you look at all of the problems before
starting to work. If you need clarification on any question, please ask a member of the teaching
team. When you work out each problem, please show all steps and box your answer . On problems
involving actual numbers, please keep your solution symbolic for as long as possible; this will make
your work easier to follow and easier to grade. The exam is worth a total of 100 points, and partial
credit will be awarded for the correct approach even when you do not arrive at the correct answer.

Points Score

Problem 1 20

Problem 2 20

Problem 3 15

Problem 4 20

Problem 5 25

Total 100

I agree to abide by the University of Pennsylvania Code of Academic Integrity during

this exam. I pledge that all work is my own and has been completed without the use

of unauthorized aid or materials.

Signature

Date
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Regrades available. 


